Case-Lock 3-in-1
Premium Cable
6283

Cable Length: 2.6 ft
Case Size: 2¼" x 1" x ¾"
Imprint Area: 2" x ⅜"

Item Color:

Imprint Color:

ARTWORK DISCLAIMER: CleggPromo makes every effort to ensure customer satisfaction with our product decoration. When concerns arise, recommendations will be made for best results based on our expertise and experience with every product and decoration method. If, after our recommendations have been communicated, your customer decides to forgo those recommendations and approve the proof as is, CleggPromo will not be held responsible in any way. As a result, no credits or returns will be accepted on your order.

Please ensure that all art meets these guidelines:

*All type should be outlined or converted to curves
*Normal type smaller than 5 points or reversed, serif, and italic types smaller than 7 points may fill in
*All lines must be thicker than 0.5 points, and all gaps must be wider than 0.75 points to print clearly
*Registration/trade marks may fill in unless they are enlarged to print clearly

- This proof shows approximate product/imprint color appearance due to variance in computer monitors and printing materials -
- Dashed Magenta and Cyan lines show cut and images areas and will not print -